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IBPS PO Prelims Free Mock Paper – 2 (English Language) 

 
Directions (1-5): Each sentence below has one or 
two blanks, each blank indicating that something 
has been omitted. Below the sentence are five sets of 
words. Choose the set of words for each blank that 
best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole. 
 
1) The purpose of higher education is to prepare 
graduates for work and life, achieved only through 
the ________ of knowledge, skills and ___________ 
related to the profession they chose. 
a) Accession, expertise 
b) Pursuit, aptitude 
c) Acquisition, competencies  
d) Forfeit, virtuosities 
e) Recoveries, skills 
 
2) Mr.Löfven has __________ the suggestion, he is 
conscious of the political need to strike 
___________ compromises and build a consensus 
among like-minded parties.  
a) Relegated, idealistic 
b) Retained, realistic 
c) Discarded, theoretical  
d) Deported, floating 
e) Dismissed, pragmatic  
 
3) The NAP report _____________that disciplinary 
specialisation has resulted in many developments 
but also points out that __________ problems are 
multi-disciplinary 
a) Acknowledges, emerging 
b) Accede, egressing 
c) Certifies, dribbling 
d) Responds, percolating 
e) Recognize, transpiring 
 
4) The 2018 Budget is one of muted __________ 
and _________ agony for Startups and Investors 
from the lens of the Stay in India and List in India 
initiatives. 
a) Desolation, modulated 
b) Ecstasy, tempered 
c) Abjection, curbed 
d) Euphoria, agitated 
e) Delirium, infuriated 
 

5) India’s strong fundamentals and ____________ 
growth of our capital markets should hopefully 
__________ the removal of this favourable regime 
a) Astonishing, convulse 
b) Distressing, churn 
c) Staggering, allay 
d) Astounding, perturb 
e) Overwhelming, fluster 
 
Directions (6-10): Choose one of the words from the 
given options which makes sentence incorrect such 
that it changes the whole meaning of the sentence   
 
6) After the 2008 financial crisis, a consensus 
emerged a) that the public sector had a responsibility 
to intervene b) to bail out systemically important c) 
banks and stimulate d) economic growth. 
a) C-pivotal  b) A-transpired 
c) D-galvanize  d) B-scorn 
e) None of these   
 
7) Adventurous a) risk-taking when the economy is 
depressed b) is less dangerous c) than when the 
economy is close to full employment and asset prices 
are booming d). 
a) C-perilous  b) A-dauntless 
c) D-foible  d) B-miserable 
e) None of these  
 
8) The reforms a) since the GFC have made the 
financial system strong b), but guard against the 
financial stability c) risks of a sharp d) rise in long-
term rates.  
a) A-renovations b) C-disquiet 
c) B-vigorous  d) D-explicit 
e) None of these 
 
9) Ten years after the crisis a), the US economy is 
growing b) at a strong pace and the Fed is in the 
process of reversing c) the crisis-era policies in a 
calibrated d) manner. 
a) D-perturbed  b) A-cataclysms 
c) C-overriding d) B-augmenting 
e) None of these 
 
10) The financial institution must build a) its reserves 
before it is allowed b) to distribute c) its profits d) by 
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way of dividends, share buybacks and employee 
bonuses. 
a) A-fabricate  b) B-entitled 
c) D-advantages d) C-huddle 
e) None of these 
 
Direction (11-20): In a passage given below there 
are 10 blanks, each followed by a word given in 
bold. Even blank has four alternative words given 
in options (a), (b), (c) and(d). You have to choose 
which word will best suit to the respective blank. 
Choose (e) as your answer if the word given in the 
bold after the blank is your answer i.e   "No change 
requires". 
 
As an employee working in a corporate set-
_(11)_[out]_, there are several things one would like 
to know about the Employees Provident Fund (EPF). 
EPF is the main scheme under the Employees’ 
Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 
1952. The scheme is managed under the 
_(12)_[responsibility]_of Employees' Provident Fund 
Organisation (EPFO).  
 
It covers every _(13)_[creation]_in which 20 or more 
persons are employed and certain organisations are 
covered, subject to certain conditions and 
_(14)_[exclusions]_even if  if they employ less than 
20 persons each.  
 
Under EPF scheme, an employee has to pay a certain 
contribution towards the scheme and an 
_(15)_[like]_contribution is paid by the employer. The 
employee gets a lump sum amount including self and 
employer’s contribution with interest on both, on 
retirement.  
 
As per the rules, in EPF, employee whose ‘pay’ is 
more than Rs. 15,000 per month at the time of joining, 
is not eligible and is called non-eligible employee. 
Employees drawing less than Rs 15000 per month 
have to mandatorily become members of the EPF. 
However, an employee who is drawing ‘pay’ above 
prescribed limit (at present Rs 15,000) can become a 
member with permission of Assistant PF 
Commissioner, if he and his employer agree.  
 
The contribution paid by the employer is 12% of basic 
wages plus dearness allowance plus retaining 
allowance. An equal contribution is payable 

_(16)_[on]_the employee also. In the case of 
establishments which employ less than 20 employees 
or meet certain other conditions, as per the EPFO 
rules, the contribution rate for both employee and the 
employer is _(17)_[manipulated]_to 10 percent.  
 
The entire 12% of your contribution goes into your 
EPF account along with 3.67% (out of 12%) from your 
employer, while the balance 8.33% from your 
employer’s side is _(18)_[switched]_to your EPS 
(Employee’s Pension Scheme) . 
 
The employer contribution to your EPF is tax-free, and 
your contribution is tax-deductible under Section 80C 
of the Income Tax Act. The money you 
_(19)_[authorised]_in EPF, the interest earned and 
the money you eventually _(20)_[abolish]_after the 
mandatory specified period are exempt from Income 
Tax. 
 
11) 
a) in b) off  c) up  d) on 
e) No change required  
 
12) 
a) command b) aegis c) assistance 
d) custody e) No change required 
 
13) 
a) formation  b) establishment 
c) association  d) institute 
e) No change required 
 
14) 
a) exemptions  b) absences 
c) non-existences d) eliminations 
e) No change required 
 
15) 
a) similar b) equal c) akin 
d) matching e) No change required 
 
16) 
a) of  b) with  c) by   
d) for  e) No change required 
 
17) 
a) adjusted  b) managed 
c) changed  d) limited 
e) No change required 
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18) 
a) conveyed  b) averted 
c) diverted  d) distracted 
e) No change required 
 
19) 
a) invest b) devote c) assign 
d) allot 
e) No change required 
 
20) 
a) eliminate b) cut out c) withdraw 
d) detach e) No change required 
 
 
Direction (21-25): Five sentences denoted by A, B, 
C,D and E have been given. Identify the odd 
sentence and arrange rest of the four sentences in 
such a way that they make a meaningful 
paragraph.  
 
21) 
(A) In return, bond issuers agree to pay investors 
interest on bonds throughout their lifetime and to repay 
the face value of bonds upon maturity. 
(B) Instead, they may sell them for a higher or lower 
price to other investors, and if an investor makes 
money on the sale of a bond, that is also part of its 
yield. 
(C) Several types of bond yields exist, including 
nominal yield, which is the interest paid divided by the 
face value of the bond, and current yield, which equals 
annual earnings of the bond divided by its current 
market price. 
(D) When investors buy bonds, they essentially lend 
bond issuers money. 
(E) The money that investors earn is called yield and it 
is not necessary for the investors to hold bonds till 
maturity.  
a) BEAC b) ADEC c)  CEAD 
d) DAEB e) ADBC 
 
22) 
(A) But even as the 180-day deadline looms, SBI is 
racing against time to resolve 11 default cases with 
loans worth Rs 62,000 crore that are part of the 60 
accounts.  

(B) The total value of loans in these 60-odd accounts, 
which are already classified as non-performing assets 
(NPAs), is expected to be around Rs 3.5 lakh crore.  
(C) Banks will have to initiate bankruptcy proceedings 
against dozens of corporate defaulters next week as the 
six-month deadline has been set by the RBI on 
Monday for the resolution of bad loan.  
(D) Lenders estimate that cases worth around Rs 3.5 
lakh crore will remain unresolved.  
(E) The action will be required where the lenders have 
been unsuccessful in achieving resolution.  
a) BEACQ b) ADEC c) CEAD 
d) EBDA e) CEBA 
 
23) 
(A) Multinationals including banks, fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) companies, tech firms and 
automobile manufacturers fear that such cross-
referencing of data will lead to increased scrutiny and 
eventually higher tax outgo.  
 
(B) The government is planning to compare data filed 
by companies with different departments to detect 
discrepancies in tax collection. 
 
(C) It is necessary for businesses to take a 
comprehensive view while filing their GST annual 
returns this year.  
(D) Goods and services tax (GST) returns, income tax 
filings and transfer pricing submissions will be 
analysed and synchronised in a manner that hadn’t 
been possible before.  
 
(E) Many companies have been urgently asking tax 
advisers to advise them on how to file returns so that 
they don’t end up being slapped with excessive levies . 
a) BEAC b) ADEC c) BDAE 
d) EBDA e) ADBC 
 
24) 
(A) The MIS receives data from company units and 
functions and some of the data are collected 
automatically from computer-linked check-out 
counters. 
(B) It is actually a computerized database of financial 
information organized and programmed in such a way 
that it produces regular reports on operations for every 
level of management in a company. 
(C) Information displayed by the MIS typically shows 
"actual" data over against "planned" results. 
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(D) The main purpose of the MIS is to give managers 
feedback about their own performance and it helps the 
top management to monitor the company as a whole. 
(E) MIS (Management Information System)is the use 
of information technology, people, and business 
processes to store and process data to produce 
information that decision makers can use to make day 
to day decisions. 
a) BEAC b) EBDC c) CEAD 
d) ECDA e) ADBC 
 
25) 
(A) In pure price discrimination, the seller charges 
each customer the maximum price he or she can pay.  
(B) Price discrimination is most valuable when the 
profit from separating the markets is greater than profit 
from keeping the markets combined.  
(C) Price discrimination is a pricing strategy that 
charges customers different prices for the same 
product or service.  
(D) In more common forms of price discrimination, 
the seller places customers in groups based on certain 
attributes and charges each group a different price. 
(E) The company identifies different market segments, 
such as domestic and industrial users, with different 
price elasticities. 
a) BEAC b) ADEC c) CADB 
d) EBDA e) ADBC 
 
Directions (26-30): There is a sentence given below 
which is divided into four or five parts. There is an 
error in any part(s) of the sentence. From the given 
options, find out the part which contain(s) error. 
 
26) For providing cheer to many investors, 
the(A)/Government has increased the 
interest(B)/rates of several small savings schemes of 
0.3 percent(C)/to 0.4 percent in the coming 
quarter(D)/which is going to start from October 1 
2018(E). 
(a) Only A and C (b) Only B and C 
(c) Only A and D (d) Only C and D 
(e) Only C and E 
 
27) Yes Bank late on Wednesday announces in a 
notice(A)/ to the BSE that “RBI has intimated that 
RanaKapoor may(B)/continue as the MD & CEO 
till 31 January 2019, and the Board of 
Directors(C)/of the Bank are scheduled to 

meet(D)/in September 25, 2018 to decide on the 
future course of action”(E). 
(a) Only A and C  (b) Only B and C 
(c) Only A and D (d) Only B and D  
(e) Only A and E 
 
28) Did you got a reminder from your bank to 
(A)/replace your existing debit or credit card with 
a(B)/new one, and are wondering why? , the 
Reserve Bank of(C)/India is mandated banks to 
replace all existing magnetic(D)/stripe-only cards 
with EMV chip cards by 31 December 2018(E). 
(a) Only A and C  (b) Only B and C 
(c) Only A and D `(d) Only B and D 
(e) Only C and E 
 
29) While addressing the annual convocation of 
IIT, PM Modi affirmed(A)/that the best ideas will 
come from Indian laboratories and(B)/from Indian 
students and the degrees would have 
been(C)/conferred on the IIT students today is a 
result of their dedication(D)/and commitment, but 
real challenges are awaited them ahead(E). 
(a) Only A and C  (b) Only B and C 
(c) Only A and D (d) Only B and D 
(e) Only C and E 
 
30) The rent agreement should clearly mention the 
amount(A)/of rent that you have to paid each 
month and the due date by which it has to(B)/be 
paid, in most cases, landlords ask for a security 
deposit which(C)/has usually equal to one or two 
months’ rent amount, you should(D)/include this 
security amount also in the agreement and when it 
will get refunded(E). 
(a) Only A and C  (b) Only B and D 
(c) Only A and D (d) Only B and E 
(e) Only C and E 
 

Explanations 
 
1) Answer: C 
The meaning of “acquisition” is “to obtain something” 
and it is suitable for i blanks and the meaning of 
“competencies” is “the ability to do something 
successfully or efficiently” so it is appropriate for ii 
blank 
 
2) Answer: E 
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The meaning of “dismissed” is “to banish or set aside” 
and it is suitable for i blanks and the meaning of 
“pragmatic” is “dealing with things sensibly and 
realistically in a way that is based on practical 
considerations” so it is appropriate for ii blank 
 
3) Answer: A 
The meaning of “acknowledges” is “to recognize the 
importance or quality of” and it is suitable for i blanks 
and the meaning of “emerging” is “become apparent or 
known” so it is appropriate for ii blank 
 
4) Answer: B 
The meaning of “ecstasy” is “an overwhelming feeling 
of great happiness or joyful excitement” and it is 
suitable for i blanks and the meaning of “tempered” is 
“to moderate or tone down” so it is appropriate for ii 
blank 
 
5) Answer: C 
The meaning of “staggering” is “to walk or move 
unsteadily” and it is suitable for i blanks and the 
meaning of “allay” is “to diminish or put at rest” so it 
is appropriate for ii blank 
 
6) Answer: d)  
B-scorn which means to dismiss or deride 
 
7) Answer: C 
D-foible which means failing or shortcoming  
 
8) Answer: B 
C-disquiet which means a feeling of worry or unease 
 
9) Answer: A 
D-perturbed which means make upset or unsettled. 
 
10) Answer: D 
C-huddle which means to gather or collect 
11) Answer: C 
According to the sentence “up” will be used as the 
meaning of “set-up” is “system / group”. 
 
12) Answer: B 
According to the sentence “aegis” will be used as it 
means “guidance”. 
 
13) Answer:  B 
According to the sentence “establishment” will be used 
as it means “organisation/ company”. 

 
14) Answer: A 
According to the sentence “exemptions” will be used 
as the meaning of “exemption” is “exception/ 
omission”. 
 
15) Answer: b) 
According to the sentence “equal” will be used as it 
means “equivalent”. 
 
16) Answer: C 
According to the sentence “by” will be used as it 
means “through”. 
 
17) Answer: D 
According to the sentence “limited” will be used as the 
meaning of “limit” is “reduce”. 
 
18) Answer: C 
According to the sentence “diverted” will be used as 
the meaning of “divert” is “redirect”. 
 
19) Answer: A 
According to the sentence “invest” will be used as it 
means “spend”. 
 
20) Answer: C 
According to the sentence “withdraw” will be used as 
it means “remove / take out”. 
 
21) Answer: D 
(D) When investors buy bonds, they essentially lend 
bond issuers money. 
(A) In return, bond issuers agree to pay investors 
interest on bonds throughout their lifetime and to repay 
the face value of bonds upon maturity. 
(E) The money that investors earn is called yield and it 
is not necessary for the investors to hold bonds till 
maturity.  
(B) Instead, they may sell them for a higher or lower 
price to other investors, and if an investor makes 
money on the sale of a bond, that is also part of its 
yield. 
 
(C) Several types of bond yields exist, including 
nominal yield, which is the interest paid divided by the 
face value of the bond, and current yield, which equals 
annual earnings of the bond divided by its current 
market price. 
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This passage is about the bonds. According to the 
passage, investors lend money to bond issuers and 
purchase bonds. In return, interest is paid by the bond 
issuers to the investors throughout the lifetime of the 
bond and in addition to this, bond issuers repay the 
face value of bonds at maturity. The money which is 
given by bond issuers as interest to investors is called 
yield and investors can sell the bonds before the 
maturity also, to other investors, for a higher or lower 
price. 
 
22) Answer: E 
(C) Banks will have to initiate bankruptcy proceedings 
against dozens of corporate defaulters next week as the 
six-month deadline has been set by the RBI on 
Monday for the resolution of bad loan.  
(E) The action will be required where the lenders have 
been unsuccessful in achieving resolution.  
(B) The total value of loans in these 60-odd accounts, 
which are already classified as non-performing assets 
(NPAs), is expected to be around Rs 3.5 lakh crore.  
 
(A) But even as the 180-day deadline looms, SBI is 
racing against time to resolve 11 default cases with 
loans worth Rs 62,000 crore that are part of the 60 
accounts.  
(D) Lenders estimate that cases worth around Rs 3.5 
lakh crore will remain unresolved.  
 
This passage is about the insolvency proceedings. 
According to the passage, RBI has set the time limit of 
six months for the resolution of bad loan so the bank 
will have to start the insolvency proceedings against 
corporate defaulters. If the bank could not achieve the 
resolution within set time limit then action will be 
taken. The total value of these 60-default accounts is 
approximately is 3.5 lakh crore. SBI is trying hard to 
solve 11 default cases which are the part of these 60-
default accounts. 
 
23) Answer: C 
(B) The government is planning to compare data filed 
by companies with different departments to detect 
discrepancies in tax collection. 
 
(D) Goods and services tax (GST) returns, income tax 
filings and transfer pricing submissions will be 
analysed and synchronised in a manner that hadn’t 
been possible before.  
 

(A) Multinationals including banks, fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) companies, tech firms and 
automobile manufacturers fear that such cross-
referencing of data will lead to increased scrutiny and 
eventually higher tax outgo.  
 
(E) Many companies have been urgently asking tax 
advisers to advise them on how to file returns so that 
they don’t end up being slapped with excessive levies . 
 
(C) It is necessary for businesses to take a 
comprehensive view while filing their GST annual 
returns this year.  
This passage is about the data analysis to avoid 
discrepancies in tax collection. According to the 
passage, as per plan of the government, the data filed 
by the companies will be compared to the different 
departments to identify the discrepancies in tax 
collection.  All types of data including GST returns, 
income tax filing and transfer pricing etc will be 
examined and this type of scrutiny was not possible 
earlier. Banks, FMCG, tech firms etc have fear of 
higher tax outgo due to this cross checking of data. 
The companies have been asking for the guidance 
from tax advisors to avoid excessive levies. 
 
24) Answer: B 
(E) MIS (Management Information System)is the use 
of information technology, people, and business 
processes to store and process data to produce 
information that decision makers can use to make day 
to day decisions. 
(B) It is actually a computerized database of financial 
information organized and programmed in such a way 
that it produces regular reports on operations for every 
level of management in a company. 
(D) The main purpose of the MIS is to give managers 
feedback about their own performance and it helps the 
top management to monitor the company as a whole. 
(C) Information displayed by the MIS typically shows 
"actual" data over against "planned" results. 
(A) The MIS receives data from company units and 
functions and some of the data are collected 
automatically from computer-linked check-out 
counters. 
The passage is about management information system. 
According to the passage,MIS is the process of storing 
and processing data in order to convert it into 
meaningful information so that it can be used by 
decision makers to make decisions. It presents the 
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financial information in the form of computerised 
database which produces regular reports on operations 
for every level of management in a company.Through 
the MIS managers get the feedback of their own 
performances and top management also monitors the 
company as a whole. MIS presents the "actual" data 
over against "planned" results. 
 
25) Answer: C 
(C) Price discrimination is a pricing strategy that 
charges customers different prices for the same 
product or service.  
(A) In pure price discrimination, the seller charges 
each customer the maximum price he or she can pay.  
(D) In more common forms of price discrimination, 
the seller places customers in groups based on certain 
attributes and charges each group a different price. 
(B) Price discrimination is most valuable when the 
profit from separating the markets is greater than profit 
from keeping the markets combined.  
 
(E) The company identifies different market segments, 
such as domestic and industrial users, with different 
price elasticities. 
 
This passage is about the price discrimination. 
According to the passage, price discrimination is the 
pricing plan under which different prices are charged 
from the customers for same product. Under the 
strategy of pure price discrimination, seller tries to 
charge the maximum price from the customer which 
he or she can pay. In more common forms of price 
discrimination, seller divides the customers into a 

groups based on certain attributes and charges each 
group a different price. Price discrimination is very 
helpful when division of the market into the groups 
gives more profit than combined market. 
 
26) Answer: D 
Error in part C: replace “of” with “by” as it is used to 
show the measurements or amounts. 
Error in part D: replace “in” with “for” as it means “in 
favour of”. 
 
27) Answer: E 
Error in part A: replace “announces” with 
“announced” as part of sentence is based on past. 
Error in part E: replace “in” with “on” as “on” is used 
to specify “days and dates”. 
 
28) Answer: C 
Error in part A : replace “got” with “get” as first form 
of verb will be used with “did”. 
Error in part D: replace “is” with “has” as the part of 
sentence is based on present prefect. 
 
29) Answer: E 
Error in part C: replace “would” with “which” 
Error in part E: replace “awaited” with “awaiting” as 
part of sentence is based on present continuous. 
 
30) Answer: B 
Error in part B: replace “paid” with “pay” as first form 
of verb will be used. 
Error in part D: replace “has” with “is” as rule of 
conditional grammar will be applied. 
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